How can I be sure that my care and finances will be managed according to my wishes?

How can I make sure wishes are carried out after I die?

Who will make healthcare decisions for me if I can't make them for myself?

How can I age with dignity and live as independently as possible for as long as possible?

When I can’t live at home anymore, where will I go?

How can I pay for my parents’ care without bankrupting the family?

Information contained herein is intended to convey general information and should not be construed as legal advice. Please consult an attorney regarding questions relating to the law and its application.
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Let Takacs McGinnis Elder Care Law Help You Put Your Affairs in Order

615.824.2571
www.tn-elderlaw.com
Ongoing support that evolves as your needs change

For more than 25 years, Takacs McGinnis Elder Care Law has been helping clients find answers to the questions raised by aging, chronic illness, and long-term disability. We offer a comprehensive solution for the financial, legal, and personal care of elders, empowering families to navigate the long-term care journey with confidence. Timothy L. Takacs, CELA, and Barbara Boone McGinnis, CELA, lead an interdisciplinary team of social workers, public benefits specialists, and other staff members who work together to maximize peace of mind for families. Both attorneys are accredited by the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Estate Plan

Who Benefits
Healthy People of All Ages

Helps You...
Get your affairs in order with a comprehensive estate plan that grows with you.

Ideal For...
Singles, Couples, and Families Ages 25+

People Who Benefit from This Service Are...
- Building nest eggs
- Healthy and active
- Living in the home
- No long-term care costs

Estate Plan

Who Benefits
Older Adults Looking Ahead to Future Care Needs

Helps You...
Get a head start on protecting assets and laying the groundwork for your financial legacy.

Ideal For...
Older Individuals and Couples Ages 50 +

People Who Benefit from This Service Are...
- Having difficulty with self-care activities
- Unable to live at home without assistance
- Increasing their reliance on family caregivers
- Looking for ways to pay for long-term care

For more than 25 years, Takacs McGinnis Elder Care Law has been helping clients find answers to the questions raised by aging, chronic illness, and long-term disability. We offer a comprehensive solution for the financial, legal, and personal care of elders, empowering families to navigate the long-term care journey with confidence. Timothy L. Takacs, CELA, and Barbara Boone McGinnis, CELA, lead an interdisciplinary team of social workers, public benefits specialists, and other staff members who work together to maximize peace of mind for families. Both attorneys are accredited by the Department of Veterans Affairs.

Estate Plan

Who Benefits
Loved Ones in Declining Health

Helps You...
Protect the well-being of loved ones facing long-term illness or disability.

Ideal For...
Individuals Just Diagnosed with a Long-Term Illness or Disability

People Who Benefit from This Service Are...
- Concerned about the cost of future long-term care

Not sure if one of these services is right for you? We can help you decide. Just give us a call. 615.824.2571.

Estate Plan

Who Benefits
Loved Ones Needing Immediate Care

Helps You...
Make immediate arrangements for a loved one's long-term care and safety.

Ideal For...
Individuals Who Can No Longer Live Safely in the Home

People Who Benefit from This Service Are...
- Completely reliant on family or professional caregivers
- Must take action to pay for care without bankrupting the family

Not sure if one of these services is right for you? We can help you decide. Just give us a call. 615.824.2571.
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